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DISPOSABLE NERVE BLOCKADE NEEDLE

25G×25mm
(for SGB)

22G×60㎜

21G×80㎜

Point Symbol Marks

DISPOSABLE NERVE BLOCKADE NEEDLE
Indispensable needles for pain Clinics, based on the real needs of physicians.
Our nerve blockade needles were developed to provide the cutting performance that all
physicians need. We have two different point types that focus on puncture site and detection.
A wide variety of size options are available for blocking different nerve ganglions and plexuses.

Back-Cut point ‒ short bevel

K-3 Lancet point ‒ short bevel

Features

Needle points
22G needles w/different points puncture patterns
with nylon film.

●Ideal point shapes for the purpose
Nerve blockade needles should
provide two adverse features,

Back-cut

resistance. Unisis provides two
different types of point shape to
attain these goals, namely the K-3
Lancet point and the Back-Cut

K-3 Lancet

Force (N)

smooth puncture and appropriate

Back-Cut point (short bevel)
Standard used point in nerve block
needles, which is characterized by
an excellent straight puncture and
gives an adequate feel of the nerve
plexus. A short-beveled secondary
blade (bevel angle: 30 degrees) is
cut on each side to give an
adequate feel for recognizing
insertion into the nerve plexus.

Lancet

point, so that the surgeon can
choose based on the requirements
of the puncture site.

Stroke (mm)

●Precise fitting of stylet
and needle
The clearance between stylet and
needle is consistently minimized
by our strict quality control.
The precise bevel facet formation
reduces damage to the tissue and

K-3 Lancet point (short bevel)
Our short-beveled point (bevel
angle: 30 degrees) supports safe
puncture. With cutting performance
superior to that of the Back-Cut
point, this short-beveled needle
can be used in the same way as
ordinary Lancet point needles.

its cutting.
●Crystal-clear hub
The crystal-clear polycarbonate
hub allows quick recognition of an
unexpected hemorrhage. The wing is
detachable to support various uses.

Names of parts with sketches

Standard sizes

Product Name : UNIEVER DISPOSABLE NERVE BLOCKADE
NEEDLE
Needle Point Type : Back-Cut Point
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Stylet Hub

22G
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Manufacturer

Back-Cut

Length

Graduation Attachment

REF
(Code No.)

60mm

Line Type

Wing

4370771

80mm

Line Type

Wing

4371471

100mm

Line Type

Wing

4372071

Individually packed and 25 pcs/box
E.O.G. sterilized

Representative

7th Fl. Mitsui-Sumitomo Bank Okachimachi-Bldg. 4 -11- 4 Taito, Taito-Ku,
Tokyo, Japan 110-0016
（Direct call）International Sales Dept. Tel：＋81-3-5812-8832 / Fax：＋81-3-5812-8831
URL

http://www.unisis.co.jp/english/

Made in Japan

Note : Product speciﬁcations are subject to change without prior notice due to product improvements, etc.
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